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Our mesorah about Matan Torah securely connects us to maamid Har Sinai - or so the Kuzari
Argument would have you believe.Breaking the Kuzari is a fascinating exploration of one of the
most popular arguments for Judaism. As the only book to focus exclusively on the Kuzari
Argument, it is a must-read for anyone interested in the rational underpinnings of Judaism.
Never before has the Kuzari Argument been so clearly laid out or had its often-hidden premises
so insightfully examined. This eye-opening exploration is essential reading for everyone from
those who think that their emunah is based on self-evident truths to those who have gone Off the
Derech.Many frum people believe that arguments such as the Kuzari are so strong that no one
can reject Orthodoxy on intellectual grounds. But is this true? Are people who go Off the Derech
broken, the victims of trauma or their own uncontrollable desires? For those who believe the
Kuzari Argument is unassailable, this book will help them evaluate an important component of
their beliefs. For the intellectually curious who are exploring the question of frumkeit's truth, this
book will help them understand that there is more than one rational answer to that question. And
for those who are Off the Derech, this book will validate their repudiation of the Kuzari
Argument.Anyone with a stake the truth of Judaism needs to know if the Kuzari Argument is
sound, and only Breaking the Kuzari definitively answers that question. Buy your copy now, and
delve into the fascinating details of this famous argument!The Second Son has been an active
and prolific participant in the Jewish skeptic blogosphere and online community for over a
decade, where he has been using the pseudonym G*3 since 2008. He has been blogging under
the name “The Second Son” since 2009 about various intellectual issues with Orthodox Judaism
and with religion in general. Fellow bloggers and readers have described him as, "erudite and
insightful," and his writing as, "some of the most thoughtful, balanced, and intelligent
comments," in the Jewish blogosphere.
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This book owes a lot to the bloggers of the old Jewish skeptic blogosphere with whom I had
many stimulating conversations over the years, and to members of Facebook groups with whom
I had similar conversations. Much of the material in the following pages was gleaned from or
inspired by the many people who have taken the time to write about, argue about, and discuss
the Kuzari Argument in various online forums. I'd also like to thank Phil Rubyn (whatever your
real name is) for generously giving his time to edit sections of this book and for teaching me how
to polish my writing.I will set down a tale as it was told to me by one who had it of his father,
which latter had it of his father, this last having in like manner had it of his father- and so on, back
and still back, three hundred years and more, the fathers transmitting it to the sons and so
preserving it. It may be history, it may be only legend, a tradition. It may have happened, it may
not have happened: but it could have happened. It may be that the wise and the learned
believed it in the old days; it may be that only the unlearned and the simple loved it and credited
it.-Mark Twain, Introduction, The Prince and the PauperCHAPTER 1:IntroductionI have
observed that the world has suffered far less from ignorance than from pretensions to
knowledge. It is not skeptics or explorers but fanatics and ideologues who menace decency and
progress. No agnostic ever burned anyone at the stake or tortured a pagan, a heretic, or an
unbeliever.– Daniel Boorstin, The Amateur Spirit, from Living Philosophers The Kuzari
Argument is, at its simplest, the contention that the tradition of the giving of the Torah to the
entire Jewish nation at Sinai by God is in itself evidence or proof that the Torah was given to the
entire Jewish nation at Sinai by God. It has its origins in medieval Jewish thinkers such as
Saadya Gaon, R' Yehuda HaLevi, and the Ramban. It is, as far as I know, the only theological
argument that is uniquely Jewish. It's not borrowed from or based on Greek philosophy or
Christian or Muslim theology, as are other widely used arguments for the truth of Judaism.



Despite its age, the Kuzari Argument doesn't seem to have been a prominent argument for
Judaism until fairly recently. It gained prominence in the modern era as a response to rationalist
critiques of Judaism. As an argument unique to Judaism, it's used to provide a rational basis for
belief in Judaism that doesn't also endorse other faiths. It's now one of the arguments used
regularly by those doing kiruv, and most frum people are aware of it in its informal forms. For
many, it forms the linchpin of the theological construct that underlies their belief in Judaism as
the one true religion. Only Judaism, they argue, had a mass revelation by God to the entire
nation; other religions are based on the testimony of a single person, who for all we know may
have been a charlatan or a lunatic. The popularity and prominence of the Kuzari Argument is
what warrants the in-depth attention I'm giving it. This book began as a chapter in a much larger
work where I show that rejecting the position that Judaism is the truth is a conclusion that sane,
intelligent people can reasonably come to - and that rejecting Judaism's truth-claims is at least
as reasonable as accepting them. As I gathered sources and materials for the chapter on the
Kuzari, my notes grew longer and longer, until it reached the point where it seemed best to
discuss it in its own separate book.The Kuzari as a Support Vs. as a Bludgeon The Kuzari
Argument, along with the Argument from Design,[1] is often thrown at people who question the
fundamentals of frumkeit[2]. These supposedly ironclad proofs for frumkeit are used as
bludgeons against those who dare to question Orthodoxy’s orthodoxies. Along with supporting
people's belief in Judaism, these arguments form part of the justification for perceiving those
who go "off the derech" (OTD) as broken. The arguments in favor of Judaism are so obviously
correct, the thinking goes, that anyone who rejects them must have some reason other than
rationally concluding that the arguments don't hold up. This often manifests as the taivos canard,
the accusation that those who question frumkeit and go OTD are hedonistic cretins looking to
throw off the ol haTorah so they can wallow in base material pleasures without any guilt. This
accusation originates in the gemara, which says "lo uvdo avodas kochavim ela l'hatir lahem
arayos,[3]" "[people] don't worship idols except to permit to themselves sexual licentiousness."
Many frum people believe that Judaism is obviously correct. After all, the midrash[4] tells us that
Avraham Avinu figured out that Hashem was the Master of the Universe when he was only three
years old! It's obvious even to a child that Hashem runs the world! Rav Elchonon Wasserman
puts it bluntly in Kovetz Maamarim. He says that anyone who isn't an idiot can see that God must
have created the world, so the only way that anyone would come to deny God is if they are
blinded by their desires.[5] The taivos canard has been softened recently. Now people who go
OTD are assumed to be broken rather than wicked. They are thought to have mental disorders,
to come from difficult family situations, to have been abused, or to have suffered some other
trauma. This is, marginally, better than accusing them of being weak-willed hedonists looking for
excuses to reject Judaism in order to assuage their guilt over their sinful excesses. But it's still
insulting to those who leave frumkeit, many of whom, like myself, have spent years thinking and
learning about theology and Judaism and have concluded that the arguments in Orthodox
Judaism's favor are not convincing. Perceiving people who go OTD as broken allows believers



to remain secure in the conviction that their faith is unquestionably the truth, and to be
dismissive toward those who question it. Worse, many people who question the truths with
which they were raised internalize the frum attitude toward the questioner. The questioner is a
fool, a rasha, a broken person who cannot or will not see the truth that's obvious to everyone
around them. It's in order to combat this harmful attitude that I'm writing this book. I have no
particular desire to undermine anyone's emunah. I have no argument with frum people who use
the Kuzari Argument to support their belief in Judaism, but still recognize that other people can
reasonably come to different conclusions. This book is not addressed to those people. It's for
those who assume that their position is obviously the only correct one, and that anyone who
disagrees must have something wrong with them. It's for the people who are questioning
frumkeit, and think that they must be the crazy ones if everyone around them disagrees. It's to
show that the Kuzari Argument is not the firm foundation for frumkeit that many people think it is,
and that its failure leaves that much more of Yiddishkeit to rest on a fragile foundation of
faith.The Argument in Classical Sources The Kuzari Argument gets its name from the Sefer
Kuzari, written by R' Yehuda HaLevi in the eleventh century. R' Yehuda relates the probably
apocryphal story of the king of the Khazar's conversion to Judaism. The king summoned a
representative of each of the Abrahamic religions, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, and asked
each to present arguments for why he should adopt their religion. The rabbi representing
Judaism tells the king that despite their trust in Moshe Rabeinu and even after seeing the
miracles of yetzias Mitzrayim, the Jewish people still doubted that God, a transcendent Being,
spoke to people. To allay their doubts, God brought them to Har Sinai and with great spectacle
gave Moshe the Aseres HaDibros. The whole nation witnessed God give the Ten
Commandments and heard Him speak. After this demonstration, the people had no more
doubts about whether God spoke to Moshe. The Khazar king replies that anyone hearing the
rabbi claim that God had spoken to the people and given them laws would accuse the rabbi of
anthropomorphizing God. The rabbi, though, is justified in his claim because of the thousands of
people who witnessed Matan Torah. He knows Judaism is true not through mere reason, but
because the testimony of so many witnesses is undeniable.[6] Although named for the Sefer
Kuzari, the core of what's now called the Kuzari Argument first appeared a century earlier in
Saadya Gaon's work Emunos v'Deos. Saadya Gaon argues that people could never come to
believe a tradition of a miracle observed by the whole nation unless it had really happened. The
ancestors of the Jewish people would never have agreed to spread a story they believed to be a
lie, and even if they had, their children would never have believed it.[7] Interestingly, Saadya
Gaon doesn't cite Matan Torah as the miracle that proves Judaism is true. Instead, he cites the
Jewish people receiving the maan daily in the desert for forty years. A long-lasting phenomenon,
he writes, creates more wonderment than a passing one (especially one that occurs only once).
Unlike all other proponents of the Kuzari Argument, it seems that Saadya Gaon, who originated
the mass-experience argument, did not see the revelation at Sinai as the definitive argument for
Judaism. Sefer Kuzari can be understood as a response to more philosophical Jewish works



like Emunos v'Deos. Rather than trying to establish the veracity of Judaism through reason, as
these other works do, and build a case for Judaism on Aristotelian or Neo-Platonic models, R'
Yehuda HaLevi wants to use the claim of a mass revelation itself as proof that it happened. He
contends that Jews know that Judaism is true not because they can rest it on a philosophical
system of logical proofs, but because it's our heritage.[8] In doing this, he was following a typical
medieval model for establishing the truth of miraculous events. Medieval scholars acknowledged
that supernatural events were possible, but assumed that most events were the outcome of
natural processes. When a supernatural event was reported, its credibility depended on the
reliability of the sources. Eyewitness testimony from trustworthy witnesses was considered the
best evidence, and chroniclers of supernatural events went to great lengths to establish a chain
of reliable witnesses from the event to themselves. When they could not establish such a chain,
they tended to dismiss the report of supernatural events as a fable.[9] The proof that the rabbi
gives to the Khazar king in Sefer Kuzari is a direct, evidentiary sort of proof, not a logical proof.
Saadya Gaon's proof is logical: No one would have spread a lie about the maan, and no one
would have believed it if they had tried, so it must be that the Bnei Yisroel really did get maan in
the desert. R' Yehuda HaLevi's instead uses the proof of the medieval chroniclers: a chain of
reliable witnesses from the event to himself. A century after R' Yehuda HaLevi, the Ramban
combined elements of Saadya Gaon's argument - that people will neither tell nor believe such a
story if it's a lie - with the chain of witnesses from the Sefer Kuzari. In his commentary on
Devarim[10] Ramban writes that we can know that the story of Matan Torah is true because
people will not testify falsely to their children. The children of the generation that witnessed
Matan Torah could trust their parents' testimony about the event, and their children could trust
them in turn when they became parents and testified to their parents' testimony. In this way, each
generation receives testimony about Matan Torah that's as reliable as though they had it from
the mouths of the first generation, the people who had actually witnessed it.Refuting the Kuzari
Argument The current popular version of the Kuzari Argument circulating in the frum world is an
amalgamation of Saadya Gaon's, R' Yehuda HaLevi's, and Ramban's versions. The more
sophisticated versions of the argument formulated by kiruv professionals add details, but all
retain the basic form of justifying the belief that God gave the Torah to the Bnei Yisroel on Har
Sinai by pointing to the existence of the tradition of mass revelation as proof that Matan Torah
really happened. As we will see, all of these versions of the Kuzari Argument rely on faulty, often
hidden premises. It is these premises that this book will focus on. Each of these often-hidden
premises will be examined in its own chapter, and on its own merits. At the beginning of each
chapter, we'll reset our assumptions, and approach the premise under discussion as if we
haven't seen any flaws in its surrounding premises. If even one of the premises on which the
Kuzari Argument is built fails, the entire argument fails, like a chain which breaks when a single
link snaps. As we will see, every single premise in the Kuzari Argument is a weak link - every
single premise fails. In this critique, I'm trying to be comprehensive and include all of the
building blocks used in all of the various formulations of the Kuzari Argument. As a result, I don't



explicitly address any single specific formulation of the Argument. If a particular line of argument
doesn't fit a particular formulation, it's not because I'm misrepresenting that formulation of the
Argument. Rather, it's because that formulation of the Kuzari Argument just doesn't use that
particular line of argument. For any given formulation of the Kuzari Argument, though, all of its
components will be addressed somewhere in this book. All of the different versions of the
Argument are built from some selection of the same components - and it's those components,
rather than any particular combination of those components, that this book examines in detail.
Not every issue is addressed in every chapter. Each of the “premise” chapters addresses one
specific component that the various versions of the Kuzari Argument are built from. If a particular
chapter doesn't seem to be using "your" version of the Kuzari, that's not because I'm knocking
down a straw man. It's because I'm addressing a component used in someone else's version.
Whatever particular version of the Kuzari Argument is your favorite, you'll find that the
components it's built from are covered in detail somewhere in this book. Some preliminary
reactions from Kuzari proponents to outlines and material from this book that I posted online for
feedback have shown me what the response from proponents is likely to be. They'll say that I'm
not addressing their version of the Kuzari argument: since I'm covering details not included in
their version of the argument - or don't order the components in the same way that they do, or I
articulate them differently - they'll say that I don't understand the argument, that my discussion is
beside the point, and so on. So be it. My purpose is not to show with complete certainty that the
conclusions of the Kuzari Argument are wrong. That's impossible. Nothing that happened
thousands of years ago can be known with complete certainty. My purpose is to show, as I will
demonstrate in the following chapters, that it’s reasonable to find the Kuzari Argument
unconvincing. It's reasonable, in fact, to find it so weak that it's not even worth consideration
when evaluating the truth of Judaism. I'll show that the Kuzari Argument is not the knock-down
argument that many people think it is - and that reasonable, rational people are justified in
rejecting it without having that rejection blamed on moral failings or other personal defects.The
Consequences of Refuting the Argument Refuting the Kuzari Argument doesn't disprove
Judaism. As I said above, that isn't the point of this book. What it does do is remove one of the
most popular arguments in Judaism's favor. Even if it was possible to refute all of the arguments
in favor of Judaism, that still wouldn't disprove Judaism. For that, we would need arguments that
show it can't be true. But without any arguments in Judaism's favor, it's reasonable to reject
Judaism's truth claims. In the absence of any arguments in favor of Judaism's claims, it's
arguably more reasonable to reject them than to believe them. Judaism becomes just one more
among an infinite number of things that aren't impossible, but that we have no compelling reason
to think are true. Certainly, one cannot fault someone for rejecting Judaism's claims in the
absence of any reason to accept them. Refuting the Kuzari Argument doesn't even show that
Matan Torah didn't happen. Whether or not Matan Torah happened is a question of historical
fact, and it did or did not happen regardless of our ability to prove it. Without a reason to think it
did happen, though, it's more reasonable to assume that it didn't. In general, we reject stories of



grand, public, nature-breaking miracles unless we have good reason to think that they're true.
Absent evidence or arguments for the historicity of Matan Torah, the best we can say is that we
can't prove definitively that it didn't happen - but "it's not impossible" is too low a bar to expect
anyone to take seriously. Conversely, even if the Kuzari Argument was sound, it's not an
argument for the exclusive truth of Judaism, and doesn't work to show that it's more reasonable
to accept Judaism than Christianity or Islam - the original purpose of the argument put forth by
R' Yehuda HaLevi. Both Christianity and Islam accept the Divine nature of Tanach. Christian and
Muslim theologians would welcome a solid proof that God gave the Torah, as it would confirm an
element of their own faith. Yet, as far as I'm aware, none of them use the Kuzari Argument. The
Kuzari Argument is limited in its scope. For being a primary argument in favor of Judaism, it
purports to prove very little. Only that, at some point in time, the Jewish people experienced an
event that they believed was God giving them the Torah. It doesn't say anything about the
contents of the Torah or about Torah shel baal peh. It's even compatible with claims that the
Torah we have has changed over time from the version given on Har Sinai. A national revelation
doesn't contradict either the Islamic claim that the Torah was altered to portray Yitzchak instead
of Yishmael as Avraham's favored son or Bible critics' theory that Tanach is composed of
stitched-together source documents. In the following chapters we will examine the Kuzari
Argument in detail. We'll explore the different formulations in which it is found in both kiruv and in
general circulation, and we'll address each of the often-hidden sub-premises of the
Argument.Notes, Chapter 1CHAPTER 2:The Kuzari ArgumentExtraordinary claims require
extraordinary evidence.-Carl Sagan The Kuzari Argument posits that the extraordinary claim
that there was a revelation of the Torah to the Jewish people at Har Sinai is itself sufficiently
extraordinary evidence for that claim. Most frum people are familiar with generic, incomplete
versions of the Kuzari Argument. It's used as an answer to questions like, "How do you know
Judaism is the right religion?" and, "Why follow the Torah?" The response is usually something
about how no one could have convinced people that they witnessed Matan Torah if it hadn't
really happened, and how Judaism is superior to other religions because those religions started
with one person or a few people claiming to have spoken to God, while Judaism started with the
whole nation witnessing God speak to them. The Argument purports to prove that Judaism's
origin story is true and, by extension, that Judaism is true and that the Torah is true. It's also
occasionally used as a proof for individual elements of Judaism that must be true if the Kuzari
Argument is correct. For example, if God gave the Torah on Har Sinai, then it must be true that
God exists. If one can't convince people they have a well-known tradition for something unless
they really do have that tradition, then it must be that our traditions of Torah, both written and
oral, are correct.The Popular Version The Kuzari Argument is usually cited informally and
incompletely. This happens both in informal conversations and in formal shiurim, mussar
shmuzen, and even hashkafah classes. These popular formulations of the Kuzari Argument are
all composed of some combination of the following elements:National revelation: Judaism is
different from all other religions. All other religions start with a claim that a single person had a



Divine revelation, while Judaism started with a claim that an entire nation had a Divine
revelation.Can't convince others: People may believe that a single person had a revelation,
especially if he is charismatic, since they have no way to check his story. But no one would have
been able to convince people that they personally witnessed Matan Torah if they hadn't, so
someone who was trying to start a religion couldn't have convinced people that they had stood
before Har Sinai and heard God speak.Your ancestors saw: No one would have been able to
convince people that all of their ancestors witnessed Matan Torah if they didn't have a tradition
from their parents about it. People would protest, "But then why didn't my parents or
grandparents tell me about what had happened to their great-great-X grandparents?" and they
would reject the story. Or they would ask their parents and grandparents about it, and if no one
had ever heard of the event, then they would reject it. So someone who was trying to start a
religion couldn't have convinced people that their ancestors heard God speakStubborn Jews:
The Jewish people are called a "stiff-necked people" by the Torah,[11] and the Bnei Yisroel
frequently complained to Moshe in the desert. There's no way that they or their descendants
would have accepted a story like Matan Torah if it hadn't happened.Lie-to-kids conspiracy: To
suppose that the story of Matan Torah was invented and the entire nation went along with the
invention is to suggest that there was a conspiracy involving millions of people who all agreed to
lie to their children. People generally do not intentionally teach their children lies. A few people
might be convinced to lie, but surely not everyone. Yet there is no one who has a tradition that
the Sinai story is a lie. So it must have really happened.Other religions haven't tried: National
revelation is a much better origin story for a religion than is revelation to a single person. If such
a story could be invented or could develop on its own, we would expect to see lots of such
stories. Yet among the thousands of religions around the world, Judaism is the only religion that
claims a national revelation. So it must be that such stories can't be invented and can't develop
on their own, and that the Sinai story must be true.Unbroken chain: There were millions of
witnesses at Har Sinai who told their children about what they saw. Those children in turn told
their children, who told their children, and so on until today. So we know that Matan Torah
happened, because we have received testimony about it in millions of unbroken chains from the
original witnesses.Same account: The accounts given by all of the millions of different recipients
of the Sinai tradition throughout the generations are the same, which shows that it must be
based on a real event that the people who started the tradition all witnessed.Historicity: We
know that Matan Torah happened with as much certainty as we know that any other historical
event happened. These elements are used to argue that the historicity of Matan Torah is
undeniably true, and, it follows, that God exists, chose the Jewish nation as His people, and
gave them the Torah. Judaism is therefore the one true religion, and all Jewish people are
obligated to follow the Torah.The Flaws in the Kuzari There are flaws in each element of the
Argument, mostly in their unstated premises. The Argument assumes that religions are started
by charlatans trying to sell a story to the public, while in reality most religions develop organically
from pre-existing beliefs. Stories like Matan Torah tend to develop slowly, with elements added



incrementally as storytellers spice up an old tale. By the time the detail about the whole nation
witnessing Matan Torah was added, no one would have asked why they had never heard the
story before. They would have heard many times about the revelation at Sinai and the miracles
that happened there. So the elders also heard God speak, not just Moshe? All of the important
people heard God speak, not just the elders? All of the citizens heard God speak, not just the
important people? And the women, too? And the children? Everybody heard God speak? Wow!
The argument assumes an unbroken chain of witnesses, when in fact we have no such chain.
We know about Matan Torah not because we heard it from our parents who heard it from their
parents who heard it from theirs, but because the story is in the Torah. The Torah itself describes
incidents in which parts of the tradition were forgotten and were later restored or rediscovered by
Jewish leaders. It would have been easy enough for those leaders to "remind" the people about
the national revelation at Sinai along with the rest of their forgotten tradition. The argument that
national revelation is the best way to start a religion is questionable, and the assertion that no
other nation has ever made a claim like Matan Torah is simply false. There are stories from
religious traditions that Orthodox Judaism holds to be false, which would have to be accepted as
true if the Kuzari Argument was valid. In fact, everything claimed by the Kuzari Argument is
wrong. The single account is not a product of consensus among many witnesses, but is the
single official account recorded in the Torah. The Bnei Yisroel complained a lot, but we have no
reason to think that they were a nation of skeptics - and we know that ancient people were not
skeptical in the way modern people are. They may not have witnessed Moshe talking to God -
and if they did, it could easily have been a trick. No one cynically made up the story and tried to
sell it to the people. It evolved, as stories do, over many generations. The nation didn't conspire
to agree to an official version. A people already thoroughly familiar with the story accepted their
religious authorities' canonization of the version that's in the Torah. If there were any dissenters,
anyone who questioned why they had never heard the story in quite that way, they would have
been evicted from the group as heretics - and look at that: All of the people in the group accept
the story! Essentially, the Kuzari Argument sets up an easily-ridiculed scenario where someone
tries to convince people that they experienced something that they didn't, and asserts that either
that scenario is true, or that Matan Torah really happened. Since it's absurd to accept the first
option, the second option must be true. As I will show in the following chapters, this argument is
unconvincing.Sophisticated Kuzari Arguments As I said above, the Kuzari Argument is usually
cited informally and incompletely. A number of rabbis, particularly those involved in kiruv, have
produced more sophisticated formulations of the Argument. We'll look now at three such
formulations: those by R' Yisroel Chait, R' Lawrence Kelemen, and R' Dovid Gottlieb. Each has
produced a complete, coherent version of the Kuzari Argument that purports to provide
evidence that Matan Torah happened and that Judaism is therefore the one true religion. Each
version has been influential, and elements of each of their arguments have entered general
circulation in the frum world during the past few decades.Rabbi Chait R' Yisroel Chait is the
founder and Rosh HaYeshiva of Yeshiva B'nei Torah in Far Rockaway, NY. R' Chait presents his



formulation of the Kuzari Argument in his essay, Torah From Sinai[12]. He argues that the Kuzari
is quintessentially Jewish. Judaism is a rational religion, and the Kuzari Argument is a rational
proof for the truth of Judaism. This is in contrast to other religions, whose adherents must
depend on faith to justify their beliefs. He presents Judaism not only as the rational choice
among religions, but as the only religion that it's possible to choose through a process of rational
evaluation. In doing so, he ignores the rational proofs formulated by theologians of other
religions,[13] but exploring that aspect of his argument is outside the scope of this book. R'
Chait writes that the experience of Matan Torah, when the Bnei Yisroel saw miracles and audibly
heard God speak, is the foundation of Judaism. God intended this display to assure the people
who witnessed it that He exists, takes an active interest in them, and gave them the Torah
through Moshe. He then commanded the people to teach their children about what they had
experienced at Sinai[14] so that Matan Torah would serve the same function for ensuing
generations. God doesn't want us to accept the Divinity of the Torah on faith. He provided proof
in the form of the Sinai experience, and demands that we base our religious beliefs on that
evidence.[15] We trust secondhand knowledge of experiences all the time, provided that we
don't think our informant is mistaken or lying. We can rule out Matan Torah being a lie, because
that would imply that at some point, all of the Jewish people agreed to perpetuate the same lie at
the same time. While one person or a few people might be motivated to lie, it's absurd to posit a
conspiracy that included the entire nation. Therefore God had only to provide an event that
future generations could be sure had happened; could be sure wasn't a mistaken report by their
forebears. Matan Torah was a powerful but simple sensory experience, involving sights and
sounds that even the simplest among the Bnei Yisroel could easily comprehend. Testimony of
this simple experience was easy to pass on accurately. We know Matan Torah happened, R'
Chait says, in the same way that we know any other public historical event happened. We know
it through the secondhand testimony of large numbers of people who describe for us their
impressions of the simple, core elements of the event. Accounts of public events like Matan
Torah are credible and can't be fabricated. The claims of other religions about their origins is
further proof of this, R' Chait writes. Modern religions require some sort of evidence for their
origin stories in order for people to accept them, yet only Judaism has claimed a public
revelation. If they could, other religions would have also claimed a public revelation with simple
details that could be passed accurately across the generations. Yet no religion in the past two
thousand years has claimed such a revelation, because such a claim can't be made if it isn't
true. R' Chait's formulation of the Kuzari Argument is a coherent, systematic rendition of the
popular versions, with two added elements. The first is his argument that Matan Torah was a
simple event, and therefore accounts of it could be reliably passed on. The second is his
emphasis on evidence as the only legitimate source of conviction in the truth of Judaism. This
second element is unusual, but immaterial to the substance of his argument. Like the popular
versions, R' Chait's formulation sees the Kuzari Argument as an undeniable proof for Judaism.
The next two formulations of the Kuzari that we will look at, while more comprehensive and



innovative, are less sure of themselves. R' Kelemen and R' Gottlieb present the Kuzari Argument
only as a piece of evidence that makes it reasonable to accept that Judaism is true, not as a
conclusive proof.Rabbi Kelemen Rabbi Lawrence Kelemen is the founder and Rosh Kollel of the
Center for Kehillah Development, a rabbinical seminary in Jerusalem. He has written articles
and books on parenting and on hashkafah. We'll be looking at his formulation of the Kuzari
Argument as presented in his 1996 book, Permission to Receive,[16] and an article he wrote a
few years later, A Rational Approach to the Torah’s Divine Origin.[17] R' Kelemen writes that the
Torah makes the unique claim that the entire Jewish nation witnessed the Ten Plagues, yetzias
Mitzrayim, and Matan Torah. All other religions, he says, begin with one or two people who claim
to have had a revelation and then over time gather more and more followers. It would be easy for
a charlatan to fake a private revelation. Only the Torah's origin claim, a simultaneous Divine
revelation to millions of people, all of whom were members of a single nation, can't be faked. If
the Jewish origin story originated with the generation that left Egypt, then it must have
happened. No one could convince an entire nation that they had all witnessed something that
they hadn't. Skeptics who claim that the Torah is not divine therefore propose that the Sinai
narrative evolved over time, and didn't attain its current form until many generations after the
event was supposed to have taken place. Perhaps the Jewish people had a vague myth about
their ancestors escaping slavery and experiencing supernatural events at a mountain, and as
time went by details were added, one or two details in each generation. The skeptics' scenario
would be plausible, R' Kelemen says, if it was only the leaders who had access to the national
history. Charismatic leaders are often able to persuade their followers to believe lies, but only
when the followers can't check what the leader tells them. Lies about things that can be checked
are foolish; they will be found out and rejected. If only the leader had access to the national
history, then people would have no way to check what the leader told them. They wouldn't
question any new details that the leader added. They would assume that the new details were
accurate, and they hadn't heard them before because previous leaders hadn't shared them. The
national revelation at Sinai, however, makes the skeptics' scenario implausible. Once the leaders
tell the people that everyone experienced God speaking, then everyone has access to the
national history. Everyone's ancestors were there - and everyone, or at least many people,
should have a family tradition about what had happened. If no one had such a tradition, they
wouldn't accept the leader's account. They would ask why they had never heard about the event
from their parents and grandparents, who should have heard about it from their parents, all the
way back to the original witnesses. If they had never heard the story before, they would dismiss it
as an invention of the leader. This, R' Kelemen says, is the critical difference between the
Jewish and the Christian origin stories. While it's true, he says, that millions of Jews witnessed
Matan Torah and only a few thousand witnessed Jesus's miracles, the numbers are not what
make the Jewish story more convincing. What is significant is the claim that the entire Jewish
nation experienced Matan Torah. Skeptics of the Christian claims couldn't check them. If they
asked people whether they had reliable testimony about the miracles, the Christian leaders



could always say that they were asking the wrong group of people. These people didn't know
about the miracle because it had happened to a different group. Jewish leaders couldn't use that
answer. All the people were there, and all the people witnessed it - or, in later generations,
should have heard about it from their parents, who had heard about it from their parents, all the
way back to the original witnesses. Another objection to the skeptics' scenario, R' Kelemen
says, is that the leader who "reminded" the Jewish people of the mass revelation at Sinai should
be one of the most important figures in Jewish history. Yet, in the fairly exhaustive annals of
Jewish history, no such person appears. Finally, the skeptics have to account for the
uniqueness of Judaism's claim of mass revelation. If the skeptics' scenario is what happened,
then they would have to explain why it only happened in Judaism. They would have to explain
why no other religion or nation has a myth of mass revelation. R' Kelemen's formulation of the
Kuzari Argument shares with the popular version and R' Chait's version the core element of the
impossibility of getting the story started if it hadn't really happened. He appears to address the
skeptics' argument that the story of Matan Torah developed over many generations, as most
myths do, but really only shifts the leader who tries to sell the story to the people down the line to
the point where the detail of national revelation is introduced. As we discussed above, this is not
how myths develop. It's unlikely that anyone cynically tried to "sell" the story or any of its details,
and when each change crept into the story, it would have been only a slight variation on a well-
known element and wouldn't have raised any questions. Unlike the other versions we've seen
so far, R' Kelemen's formulation stresses the importance of Matan Torah having been a national
revelation. This element will play an even larger role in the next formulation we'll look at.Rabbi
Gottlieb Rabbi Dovid Gottlieb has a PhD in mathematical logic from Brandeis University and
taught philosophy at Johns Hopkins University from 1969 to 1980. He is a senior faculty member
at Ohr Somayach in Jerusalem and is the author of many books and articles on belief in Judaism
and on the Kuzari in particular. His books include Living Up To The Truth, The Informed Soul,
and Reason to Believe. R' Gottlieb's is the most sophisticated formulation of the Kuzari
Argument that I've seen. Like all versions of the Argument, he tries to prove the veracity of the
Sinai story from the existence of the story. He focuses especially on a category of events he
calls National Experiential Traditions (NETs), into which he says Matan Torah falls. He uses the
standard Kuzari Argument claim that stories like Matan Torah can't arise unless they're true
because people would protest that they should have heard the story from their parents. Like R'
Chait and R' Kelemen, R' Gottlieb claims that the Sinai story is unique, and then uses its
uniqueness as further proof that NETs can't be false. The following summary of R' Gottlieb's
formulation of the Kuzari Argument is taken primarily from his book, Living Up To The Truth[18],
with supplemental material from his other books and articles. R' Gottlieb writes that Matan
Torah is one of the foundations of Judaism, and he will demonstrate that it's reasonable to
believe that Matan Torah happened.[19] There exists a tradition of a miracle, Matan Torah, which
happened to a large group of people, the Bnei Yisroel. The current generation believes the
miracle happened because their parents told them it did. Their parents believed it because their



parents told them, and so on, all the way back to the first generation that believed in the miracle.
This first generation - the one to whom the event is supposed to have happened - couldn't have
believed in the miracle because their parents taught them about it. The belief could only have
started for one of two reasons. Either they believed the miracle happened because it really did
happen to them, or they believed it happened because someone convinced them that it
happened. The Kuzari Argument, R' Gottlieb says, addresses the second possibility - that, in his
words, "The story was made up and then sold." If this alternative can be discounted, then we are
only left with the first option: that the miracle really happened. Now R' Gottlieb makes the
standard Kuzari Argument. He asks us to imagine the person trying to sell the story of mass
revelation to the people. They would protest that they had never heard of the revelation. They
would ask him why their parents had never told them about the event, and why only he knew
about it. They would not accept that everyone had forgotten about such a momentous event, and
the person trying to sell the story would not be able to convince them that Matan Torah had
happened. Matan Torah is the type of event for which there should be enormous amounts of
easily available evidence, particularly in the form of social memory. Accounts of the event would
enter the history of the nation, and people would expect to have heard about it. R' Gottlieb calls
such an event a National Experiential Tradition, or NET. He defines a NET[20] as a tradition that
is held by a nation about an event in its own history, that describes an event experienced
collectively by the entire nation, and that is the type of event that would be expected to create an
enduring social memory. Most people won't accept that such an event happened if they don't
have evidence for it. There might be a few people who would accept the story despite the lack of
evidence, but no one could convince an entire nation that their ancestors witnessed something if
there is no evidence for it. Events for which the audience has no expectation of access to
evidence, like a Divine revelation to one person, are easy to get people to believe despite a lack
of evidence, so long as the person selling the story is sufficiently charismatic. Stories for which
the audience would expect to have large amounts of evidence, such as a revelation to a large
group of people, are impossible to get people to believe unless that evidence is available. R'
Gottlieb calls this the Kuzari Principle. To falsify the Principle, he says, we would need to find an
event that people would expect to have evidence for and that is believed by a large group of
people despite not having that evidence. He makes the point that the Kuzari Principle can't be
defeated by speculation. It isn't enough to come up with a plausible scenario in which people
might come to believe in a NET without evidence. It can only be defeated by a real case of a
community that came to believe in a NET without any evidence for it. R' Gottlieb now addresses
myth formation. He concedes that there is a third option other than the event having happened
or some charlatan having sold the story to the masses. Perhaps, as we know has happened in
other cultures, the story of Matan Torah began with some real event, and the story grew over
time as storytellers embellished the original tale, then embellished the embellishments, and so
on, until there was a story of the entire nation having witnessed God speaking to them. This
seems plausible, he says, only if you don't look at the details of how it might have happened.



Once you explore this potential scenario, you'll find that the details are too implausible to take
seriously. Equally problematic is the lack of any parallels in other cultures. If it was possible for a
NET to form through myth formation, we would expect to find that it had happened more than
once. Yet there are no parallels to Matan Torah in other cultures, which shows that a NET can't
be the product of myth formation. NETs, according to R' Gottlieb[21], are in a different category
than other types of beliefs. While we know myth formation works for some beliefs, we do not
know that myth formation works for NETs. In fact, we have evidence that it doesn't. If it did, we
would expect many NETs to have been formed through myth formation - and yet, there are no
examples of false NETs. Therefore we can't use myth formation to explain how a National
Experiential Tradition like the Sinai story got started. Like the other formulations of the Kuzari
Argument, R' Gottlieb's hinges on the supposed impossibility of someone "selling" a mass
revelation story, or adding the detail of mass revelation to an existing story. He creates a false
dichotomy between the miracle having really happened and someone inventing the story and
"selling" it to the people. In reality, myth formation is rarely a case of someone inventing a story
and trying to convince people it's true. Instead, stories evolve slowly over time, with details
changing almost imperceptibly from one retelling to the next, in a natural process neither guided
by a cynical charlatan nor ever requiring people to accept anything they hadn't heard before. His
defense against the possibility that the Sinai story is a result of myth formation is that if it were
possible for such stories to form that way, then we would expect to see more of them. This
defense has two problems. As we have said above, and as we will see in detail in a later chapter,
there are parallels to Matan Torah. There are traditions of mass revelations by the gods of other
cultures that, if R' Gottlieb's Kuzari Principle is correct, we would be forced to accept are true.
Second, even if R' Gottlieb was correct, and there were no other examples of mass revelation,
uniqueness is not a proof of anything. Perhaps he is partially right about NETs. Perhaps he's
right that it's hard to get people to accept an event for which there should be evidence without
that evidence - but he's not right that it's impossible. If so, we would expect mass revelation
stories to be very rare. Perhaps so rare that such a story only once: the story of Matan Torah.
His insistence that the only way to disprove his Kuzari Principle is to find a false NET is also
problematic. How can we know if a NET is false? A fantastic story isn't enough. Not many stories
are more fantastic than God gathering the entire Jewish nation at Har Sinai and speaking to
them. A lack of corroborating evidence isn't enough. R' Gottlieb is using the Sinai tradition itself
as evidence that it happened, without providing corroborating evidence, and he couldn't fairly
hold another culture's tradition to a higher standard. Counterevidence isn't enough. R' Gottlieb
apparently believes that his Kuzari Principle outweighs the archeological, historical, and literary
evidence against the Torah having been given by God after He miraculously took the Bnei
Yisroel out of Egypt. By what standard, then, can a NET ever be shown to be false? If NETs are
non-falsifiable, then his claim that there are no false NETs becomes meaningless. They can
never be shown to be false, so using the lack of false NETs to show that NETs, as a category, are
always true is circular.Formally Laying Out the Argument The popular use of the Kuzari



Argument is to prove that Judaism is true. R' Kelemen and R' Gottlieb both claim only that it
makes it reasonable to believe in Judaism, not that it's an absolute proof. As long as they don't
claim that disagreeing is unreasonable, I'm okay with that. As I said in the first chapter, I have no
argument with people who only use the Kuzari Argument to bolster their own faith. I've included
their formulations not because I object to their usage of the Kuzari, but because their arguments
have become part of the well from which elements of popular formulations are drawn. I object to
those popular formulations and to more sophisticated ones, like R' Chait's, that tout the Kuzari
as an actual proof for the truth of Judaism. They are too often used to "prove" that Judaism is
obviously correct - as well as the corollary: that someone who refuses to see Judaism's obvious
truth is broken or blinded by his taivos. To counteract that usage of the Kuzari, it's necessary for
me to address all of the Argument's elements, especially those that come from sophisticated
formulations such as R' Kelemen's and R' Gottlieb's. The Kuzari Argument in its popular
versions, and even in its more sophisticated versions, is almost never laid out as a formal
argument with premises and conclusions. This allows it to be a bit fuzzy. In order to
systematically address each element of the argument, it's necessary to concretely lay out the
argument. The following is a syllogistic formulation of the elements used in all of the various
versions of the Kuzari Argument.The Kuzari Argument as SyllogismPremise 1:Either Matan
Torah happened as recorded in the Torah, or it was made up.Premise 2:People will not accept
that they or millions of their ancestors witnessed an event - and that there was a continuous
tradition about that event – unless they had heard about it from their parents (or other elder
family members). They therefore would have rejected the claim out of hand.Conclusion
1:Therefore it can't be that Matan Torah and its mesorah were made up, because no one would
have accepted it.Premise 3:If it were possible for mass revelation events to be faked or to
develop organically, we would expect more religions to use a mass revelation as their origin
story.Premise 4:We don't see any other religion use a story like Matan Torah: a mass revelation
to the entire nation that was passed on to the descendants of the original witnesses.Conclusion
2:Therefore it must be that mass revelation stories can't be faked or develop organically, and the
mass revelation at Har Sinai must have been a real event.Premise 5:(From C1 and C2) We can
be sure that Matan Torah happened, just as we are sure that other historical events
happened.Premise 6:If Hashem gave the Torah on Har Sinai, then Judaism is true and all Jews
are obligated in the mitzvos.Conclusion 3:Therefore Judaism is true and all Jews are obligated
in the mitzvos. Each of the premises in these syllogisms depends on one or more underlying
assumptions. It is these hidden sub-premises that we'll explore in detail in the following
chapters.The Hidden Sub-premisesPremise 1:Either Matan Torah happened as recorded in the
Torah, or it was made up.Sub-premise 1-A:If it was made up, someone tried to convince
everyone that it's true.Premise 2:People will not accept that they or millions of their ancestors
witnessed an event - and that there was a continuous tradition about that event – unless they
had heard about it from their parents (or other elder family members). They would have rejected
the claim out of hand.Sub-premise 2-A:There were millions of witnesses at Matan Torah.Sub-



premise 2-B:The millions of witnesses at Matan Torah passed down their experiences to their
children through the generations, giving us millions of independent lines of faithful testimony that
Matan Torah really happened.Sub-premise 2-C:Each link in the chain of the mesorah is equally
reliable.Sub-premise 2-D:There is an unbroken mesorah that proves Matan Torah was a real
event, and the mesorah is valid.Sub-premise 2-E:The first generation would have had to believe
they experienced Matan Torah for them to tell the story to their children as history. People are/
were aware of history as such and valued it. Family and community elders wouldn't deliberately
lie or distort the history they pass to their children in the service of what they regard as a greater
religious good. The first generation wasn't forced to accept the story and pass it on as truth to
their kids.Sub-premise 2-F:People in the distant past were skeptical in the same way that people
are today, (meaning that they thought the same way about things as people do today) and so
would have rejected the Sinai story if it wasn't true.Sub-premise 2-G:Large numbers of people
can't become convinced that they (or that their ancestors) witnessed something if it didn't really
happen.Sub-premise 2-H:The people really saw God give the Torah, and not some sort of
trick.Sub-premise 2-I:It is reasonable to accept other people's testimony that they have
witnessed a miracle when there are multiple reliable witnesses.Conclusion 1:Therefore it can't
be that Matan Torah and its mesorah were made up, because no one would have accepted
it.Premise 3:If it were possible for mass revelation events to be faked or to develop organically,
we would expect more religions to use a mass revelation as their origin story.Sub-premise 3-
A:Religions (except Judaism, which is the truth) are invented by charlatans who are motivated to
use the best origin story for justifying belief in their new religion; or religions will naturally develop
the most convincing origin story that they can.Sub-premise 3-B:Mass revelation is the best, or at
least a very good, justification for a religion. Therefore it's the best way to convince people to join
a religion, which makes it the best origin story for a religion, and we would expect more religions
to use it.Premise 4:We don't see any other religion use a story like Matan Torah: a mass
revelation to the entire nation that was passed on to the descendants of the original
witnesses.Sub-premise 4-A:The uniqueness of the Sinai story is proof that it happened,
because it shows that a story like Matan Torah can't be made up or develop through myth
formation.Sub-premise 4-B:There are no mass revelations in other religious traditions
comparable to Matan Torah.Conclusion 2:Therefore it must be that mass revelation stories can't
be faked or develop organically, and the mass revelation at Har Sinai must have been a real
event.Premise 5:(From C1 and C2) We can be sure that Matan Torah happened, just as we are
sure that other historical events happened.Sub-premise 5-A:The Kuzari Argument establishes
the historicity of Matan Torah in the same way and with the same or similar confidence as other
events we consider to be historical (having actually happened).Premise 6:If Hashem gave the
Torah on Har Sinai, then Judaism is true and all Jews are obligated in the mitzvos.Sub-premise
6-A:There is a solid mesorah about what our ancestors witnessed at Matan Torah.Sub-premise
6-B:If Matan Torah was a real event, then the Torah we have today is the Word of God and
Judaism as it is now is obligatory.Sub-premise 6-C:People will not accept new doctrines as



binding unless they are attested to through mesorah. Jews would not have accepted the
burdensome commandments in the Torah and subsequent halacha unless Matan Torah really
happened.Conclusion 3:Therefore Judaism is true and all Jews are obligated in the mitzvos. If
any one of the sub-premises fails, it calls the validity of the Kuzari Argument into question. We
will now go through each of the sub-premises, one by one, and show how not only one or some
of them fail, but every one of them fails. Not only is the Kuzari Argument not the obvious proof for
Judaism many of its proponents present it as, it's not even convincing for the more limited use R'
Kelemen and R' Gottlieb want to use it for. It fails as an argument for Judaism - and rejecting it is
the reasonable position, not an indicator that someone is broken or being misled by their yetzer
hara.Notes, Chapter 2CHAPTER 3:Premise 1-A: The Crazy Street-PreacherThe great enemy of
truth is very often not the lie - deliberate, contrived and dishonest - but the myth - persistent,
persuasive and unrealistic.-John F. Kennedy[22]Premise 1:Either Matan Torah happened as
recorded in the Torah, or it was made up.Sub-premise 1-A:If it was made up, someone tried to
convince everyone that it's true. The Kuzari Argument presents a dichotomy between the mass
revelation at Sinai being a real event or being a lie dreamed up by a charlatan and sold to the
masses. The picture painted by the popular versions of the Argument implies that either the
Sinai story is true, or a crazy person got up on his soapbox in the street and accosted random
passersby with an outrageous story about God speaking to their ancestors at Har Sinai. Surely
people wouldn't take the lunatic seriously, the Argument goes. Not when they had never heard
the story before. They would have dismissed him without a second thought. The street preacher
could never have convinced people to accept his fantasy. So it must be that Matan Torah really
happened. The more sophisticated versions don't use quite so ridiculous a scenario. They
attribute the invention of the Sinai story to a leader, a person in a position of religious or political
authority, not a street preacher who the masses would regard as a lunatic. Some versions even
acknowledge that there is a middle ground between the story having happened and having been
made up. They recognize that the story may have developed slowly, over time, as such stories
often do. But all of the versions of the Kuzari Argument present a dichotomy between the Sinai
story being a real event and, minimally, the detail of mass revelation being invented by someone
and sold to the people.Fallacious Framing The Kuzari Argument presents a false dichotomy.
Someone selling such a mass revelation to the people or it having really happened aren't the
only two options. There are many other possible explanations. Perhaps something really
happened but it was a trick, and God wasn't involved. Perhaps it was a popular story that was
mistaken for history. Or perhaps, and this is what I think is most likely, Matan Torah is a myth,
similar in form to much of Ancient Near-Eastern mythology and to many mass-revelation stories
from around the world, developing slowly over many generations from small historical and
cultural seeds into the story with which we are now familiar. As we said in the last chapter, myth
formation is a gradual, subtle process. Stories evolve slowly over time, with details changing
almost imperceptibly from one retelling to the next, in a natural process neither guided by a
cynical charlatan nor ever requiring people to accept any startling new details. The charlatan



selling the story to the masses is a straw man - a caricature of the opposing argument that, while
easily defeated, doesn't accurately represent the opposition. The scenario in the popular version
is ridiculous. It imagines someone standing up in the marketplace and shouting to a crowd: “Hey
everyone, God spoke to your grandparents at Sinai and gave them this book called the Torah!”
At which point everyone laughs at the lunatic because, after all, if their grandparents had
witnessed such a momentous event, surely they would have mentioned it. The Kuzari Argument
tries to use the silliness of this scenario to prove that the other option in its false dichotomy - that
Matan Torah really happened - must be true. The sophisticated versions, while better, still
present a straw man. R' Kelemen, for instance, says that the leader who "reminded" the Jewish
people of the mass revelation at Sinai should be the most important figure in Jewish history, yet
he's nowhere to be found.[23] This assumes that a single person introduced the detail of mass
revelation and tried to get people to believe it, which is a misrepresentation of myth
development. It's unlikely that the detail of mass revelation was invented by a single person in a
single retelling. Nor is it likely that it was introduced by a leader, someone in a position to be
immortalized in Jewish history. It was more likely developed by anonymous bards, storytellers
who slipped a bit of hyperbole into their retellings of a popular myth. One bard's flourishes would
be picked up by other bards, and those details that gained popularity became part of the way the
story was typically told. The development of the detail of mass revelation was probably a slow
process of accumulated exaggerations - each a slight, negligible expansion on the one
before.The Sinai Myth The Kuzari Argument treats the Sinai story as history, and tries to
imagine what would happen if someone introduced a historical account of a mass revelation to
the descendants of the people who were supposed to have experienced it. This is a genre
mistake, a fundamental error that misunderstands what the Sinai story was to the people who
millennia ago listened to the bards tell the tales of their ancestors. The story of Matan Torah isn't
history: it's mythology. A myth, in the formal sense we're using it here, doesn't necessarily mean
a completely fictional story. A myth is any story about things that happened in the past which
explains natural or cultural phenomena and shapes a people's worldview.[24] Mythical stories
tell of gods and heroes, extraordinary beings and people doing extraordinary things in a time
when, unlike in the listeners' present, such fateful things happened. The stories inform the
people about why things are the way they are and provide inspirational models to guide people's
behavior in their day-to-day lives.[25] Myths are always told as though they describe events that
happened in the real world, even when those events violate the laws of nature or are otherwise
impossible. There's no expectation that the stories should be plausible, and no attempt is made
to explain how the impossible event was possible. There's no need to prove that a myth is true. A
myth is authoritative because it's a myth.[26] History, the main purpose of which is to inform
people about what happened in the past, needs to be justified and proven. Myths, the main
purpose of which is to inform people about their relationship to the world, do not. Even in the
unlikely case that the mass revelation was introduced suddenly by one person who "sold" it to
the people, and even if the people thought the story was about something that had really



happened, they wouldn't have expected it to map perfectly onto history. They wouldn't have
expected to be able to verify the story through a chain of witnesses stretching from the people
who had been there to themselves. They would have perceived the story as a myth, a grand tale
that happened long ago in a magical period when now-impossible things were commonplace,
when larger-than-life heroes walked the Earth and the gods spoke to men. A myth of a mass
revelation would serve to tell the people that, as the descendants of the people who witnessed
God speak, all of them were privy to God's words and obligated in God's commandments. The
point of such a myth is to illustrate the people's present relationship to God, not to inform them
about past events. Proponents of the Kuzari Argument will ask: How did the Sinai story go from
myth, which didn't have to be justified, to history which does? How was the first generation to
regard Matan Torah as an historical event convinced that this was something that really
happened, when their parents had thought of it only as a myth? We'll explore possible
scenarios for how the transition happened in just a bit. The short answer is that "history" as we
think of it - the study and recording of facts about the past-[27] didn't exist in the ancient world.
[28] People in the ancient world didn't make the distinction between history and mythology that
we do. When Jewish people in the ancient world looked to their past, they looked to their stories
- to their myths. There probably was no first generation that regarded the Sinai story as
historical rather than mythical. Nothing suddenly changed in the way people thought about the
story. It's more likely that as the concept of history as such developed and spread, there were
some people who began to think historically, and began to think of the old familiar stories as
sources of historical as well as mythical information.How Myths Develop As I've said several
times now, the Kuzari Argument's scenario, where someone invents a story and tries to sell it to
the people, is not how myths typically develop. Myths rarely start as cynical inventions. They're
usually exaggerations of historical events or explanations for natural and social phenomena.
Myths change and develop as details are tweaked by storytellers for dramatic effect, to reflect
changes to the people's experiences, or as a result of slight misremembering or ambiguous
wording. Over many retellings over many generations, the slight changes made by each
storyteller can cumulatively produce a large shift in the story. Each iteration is so similar to the
one before that no one thinks of it as a new story. It's the same story that they're thoroughly
familiar with, albeit with an expansion of this element here or a slight, negligible difference in that
detail there. Imagine yourself as a person in the ancient world, gathered around a fire in the
evening to listen to someone retell your people's stories. Or at a temple or shrine, listening to the
priest recite the holy stories of the gods. The storyteller of your generation would tell a story
nearly identical to the one of your parents' generation, and theirs was nearly identical to the one
of their parents' generation. If your parents and grandparents were there with you, listening to the
storyteller of your generation, they would nod along with the familiar story, not bothered by any
tiny variations in the way this particular storyteller tells it. But if someone from a hundred
generations ago heard the story from your generation's storyteller, he might protest that the
storyteller had made up an entirely new story. The tiny variations in the story made by each



storyteller from his time to yours had accumulated to change the story almost beyond
recognition. This process not only explains how myths change over time: it also explains how
memories of historical events develop into myths. As stories about the past are told over and
over, they are exaggerated and elaborated upon until memorable people and events are
distorted into impossible extraordinary ones - and then into gods, heroes, and supernatural
phenomena.[29] Not all myths begin as memories of historical events. Some begin as allegories
or explanations for natural and cultural phenomena. Something like the sun or the harvest or
wisdom is anthropomorphized, and the anthropomorphization grows to the point where it stops
being understood allegorically and starts being taken literally. People develop the belief that
there is a god who causes or controls these things. The abstract concept of Desire might be
allegorically described as enticing. There might be stories about "Desire" enticing people to do
things. Over time, the anthropomorphization grows, with Desire traveling, visiting communities,
and speaking to people. Desire may have all sorts of adventures. In the course of the retelling of
these adventures, the allegorical nature of the anthropomorphization gets weaker and weaker,
until people no longer think of Desire as an abstract concept, but as an enticing goddess. Or an
angry sea becomes anthropomorphized into an angry sea-god.[30] These anthropomorphized
natural and cultural phenomena then become characters that feature in myths that explain the
world. For instance, the Mesopotamian god Taamuz is an anthropomorphization of animal and
plant husbandry. A myth[31] about a deal he made with Ereshkigal, the goddess of the
underworld, explains the seasons. The deal required Taamuz to go down to Ereshkigal's realm
for half the year. This is winter, when plants die because Taamuz is trapped in the underworld,
unable to care for them. Spring is when he's released each year, and is able to make the plants
grow again and the animals procreate. There is a third type of myth that gets its start as an
explanation for a ritual. This may happen when the original reason or explanation for the ritual is
forgotten, and a new, mythic explanation develops.[32] For instance, a taboo against going to a
certain area may develop because dangerous animals live there. The taboo becomes ingrained
in the culture, and persists even after the dangerous animals are no longer a threat. In order to
explain why the area is taboo, a myth develops about powerful evil spirits that were trapped
there by a great magician long ago. Not all myths that explain rituals are filling a vacuum. Some
develop in tandem with the ritual. Parents may tell their children stories about evil spirits that live
in the forbidden area to keep them away from the dangerous animals, and over generations the
animals are forgotten and the story of the evil spirits remains. Or the animals themselves might
be described as evil spirits. Or a storyteller might make up a story about a magician trapping evil
spirits in a familiar location, and a taboo grows up around going to that area. It's often difficult or
impossible to determine the direction of causation between myths and rituals.[33] Myths
change as they age and travel between cultures. Characters develop different attributes, stories
gain and lose details, and the importance of a story changes from culture to culture and era to
era. Some stories become sacred, associated with worship rituals and lifecycle events. Others
are the equivalent of pop culture or bedtime stories. Returning to the Taamuz myth,[34] Taamuz



started out as a Mesopotamian shepherd god. In Assyria his role expanded, and he became a
god of grain. Over time, other, less prominent mythical figures were identified with and
subsumed by Taamuz - like Damu, a springtime fertility god. Taamuz's attributes and the stories
associated with him changed as they spread from culture to culture and were distorted and
adapted from era to era. Taamuz's myth was a sacred story associated with annual festivals, like
the weeks-long mourning festival referenced in Nach[35]. But there were also poems and love
songs written about him and his wife Inanna that were popular entertainment. Myths originate
and change through unintentional social processes. They're rarely cynically invented or "sold" to
the people, and there's no reason to think that the Sinai story is an exception. No one invented
Taamuz and his stories one day and convinced the Mesopotamian people to accept them. They
developed slowly, through processes of anthropomorphization, explanation, and exaggeration.
At no point in their development was anyone required to accept something outrageous or new.
Nor is it likely that anyone cynically invented the mass revelation at Sinai and sold it to the
Jewish people. It also would have developed slowly, as allegory and explanation, through a
process of cumulative additions that eventually produced the familiar story that was canonized in
the Torah.Mythic Elements in the Sinai Story Myths from around the world often share
elements, both in the general sense of being stories that explain the world and in the specific
sense of character archetypes, settings, and themes that frequently pop up in myths from
different cultures. The Sinai story has several overtly mythical elements. In addition to being a
teleological myth that explains where the Jewish people's laws come from and how the people
came to accept them, it also has specific elements that it shares in common with other similar
myths. A mountain often appears in mythology as a meeting place between humans and gods.
Mountaintops are halfway between the world of men on Earth and the world of gods in the sky.
[36] Matan Torah follows this common mythic motif. A god giving a law code to a people through
a leader is also a common mythic motif, and is also part of the Sinai story. The Code of
Hammurabi is a collection of Babylonian laws that dates from the eighteenth century BCE[37],
about four hundred years before the traditional date for Matan Torah. It consists of two hundred
and eighty-two laws inscribed on a stone stele. A number of these laws are identical or nearly
identical to those found in the Covenant Code[38] in Sefer Shemos. More importantly for our
topic, at the top of the stele is a carving that depicts Hammurabi atop a mountain, receiving a
rod and a ring, symbolizing the authority to make laws, from Shamash, the Mesopotamian god
of the sun and of justice. A leader receives legal authority from a god on a mountain and gives
laws to the people. This could be Moshe getting the Torah from Hashem, or Hammurabi getting
the authority to create the code that bears his name from Shamash. The similarities are striking,
both in content between the Code of Hammurabi and the Covenant Code and in the
iconography of the bestowal of legal authority by a divine law-giver to a national leader on a
mountaintop. Those similarities have led some scholars to conclude that the Sinai story
originated as an importation of the Hammurabi story into Israelite culture.[39] Proponents of the
Kuzari Argument may protest that the stories aren't the same. There was no mass revelation



from Shamash to the Mesopotamian people. This is true, but beside the point. The point is that
the Sinai story reads like a myth. It has the same elements as other myths of its time and place.
The people of ancient Israel were used to these kinds of stories. Myths permeated their own and
the surrounding cultures. They weren't critical historians, and they didn't regard the stories of
their past as history. It was both natural and in their interests to accept an explanatory story of
mass revelation as the origin of their national law, regardless of any absence of evidence. The
story served to validate their culture. God Himself had spoken to their ancestors and given them
the law that the nation still follows today! What could be more appealing? Kuzari proponents will
now protest that if this is true, why don't we see similar myths in other cultures? Why wouldn't
Hammurabi have made the stronger claim that Shamash revealed the law to all the people?
This assumes that there are no other mass revelation stories, and that mass revelation is the
best justification for a religion. We'll discuss both of those assumptions in later chapters. For
now, I'll note again that this isn't how myths develop. Hammurabi didn't cynically invent a story.
Instead, a myth grew up around the law code attributed to him, a myth which happened not to
include a mass revelation. The Sinai story clearly belongs to the myth genre. It looks like other
myths common in the ancient world, incorporates common mythic motifs, and serves typical
mythic functions.The Kuzari Argument's Erroneous Assumptions The Kuzari Argument's main
error is its idea that either Matan Torah happened or that someone invented the mass revelation
and sold it to the people. What most likely really happened is that the Sinai story, like the
canonization of the Torah itself, developed through many iterations over many generations. Bible
scholar Marc Brettler writes,How [did] so many books comprising so many diverse ideas
become "the Bible?" Clearly, the process happened in stages, over a long time. Nobody woke up
one morning, decided to create the Bible, and arranged the next day for all Jews to adopt it as
such.[40] The same is true of the Sinai story. Nobody woke up one morning, decided to create
the story of mass revelation at Har Sinai, and arranged the next day for all Jews to adopt it. By
the time the idea developed that everyone's great-great-X grandparents had witnessed Matan
Torah and passed it down, the story of a revelation by God at Sinai would have been in
circulation for generations. No one would have questioned why their parents hadn't told them the
story, because their parents had told them the story. The addition of this or that detail would be
seen only as an elaboration or explanation of a well-known story. There are four other erroneous
assumptions the Kuzari Argument makes about stories.[41] The first is that it assumes that a
story's genre never changes. It assumes that if the story is now regarded as historical, it must
have always been regarded as historical. But there are many examples of a story beginning as
an allegory or complete fiction and coming to be regarded with greater and greater reverence,
until its origins as fiction are forgotten by the masses and it comes to be regarded as history. An
example of this is the story of the Angels of Mons.[42] The Battle of Mons was the first major
engagement of the British Expeditionary force during World War I. After the battle, various
accounts appeared in British newspapers, including a fictional story titled The Bowmen that was
told as a first-person account of the battle. It described a British soldier praying and being



answered with the appearance of ghostly British bowmen from the fifteenth-century Battle of
Agincourt (a pivotal English victory during the Hundred Years War) who helped him defeat the
Germans. Paraphrases of the story were reprinted in various publications, in which the
supernatural intervention took various forms. Many people believed that it had really happened,
to the extent that publishers who contacted the original author looking for sources for the story
refused to believe that he had made it up. The Angels of Mons went from being perceived as
fiction to being perceived as history very quickly, in an age with mass media, written
documentation, and a sense of history. In the ancient world, stories were passed orally from
person to person and the line between fiction and history was much more blurry. It would have
been even easier for a story that began as fiction or allegory to change genres to myth and
history. Kuzari proponents will object that the Angels of Mons was just the kind of story that we
would expect something like this to happen to. It's a story that happened to other people, and
one that most people had no way of verifying. It's true, the Angels of Mons was not a mass
revelation. But Kuzari proponents claim that people will not believe something if they expect
evidence for it and that evidence is missing. Yet the publishers, when confronted with the lack of
evidence, believed it anyway. They believed it even when presented with the counterevidence of
the author's testimony that he had made it up.
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Josh, “For the “True Believer”. Very well written and researched. The author has a deep and
thorough understanding of hundreds of years of discussion on this topic. He has an excellent
ability to clearly elucidate flaws in reasoning and micro-analyze opinions to help determine if
they are truly true. And yet this book is written in a humble tone not to make anyone wrong, but to
honor whatever perspective the reader may hold. Also the glossary and bibliography at the end
of the book are very well done.”

Jewish reader, “A nice sum up of the Kuzari. I think he does a very good demolition of the Kuzari
argument. He's shown quite convincingly I believe that the Kuzari proof is entirely wrong.
Strongly recommended for those investigating the truth of Judaism.”

Calvin, “Well Researched, Good Read. Biased because this book serves to reaffirm my beliefs
rather than to challenge them. Regardless, it serves as a fantastic resource for dismantling a
famous religious Jewish argument.”

Baruch, “Addressing a Popular Apologetic From Every Angle With Facts, Not Feelings. I wrote a
blog post a long time ago. It was meant to be an article for people in my world at the time -- the
yeshiva world -- about why I didn't find the Kuzari Principle, among other theological arguments,
compelling. I used yeshivish language to get my points across in a conversational and simple
manner.Shragy Lowenstein's new *Reasonable Doubts: Breaking the Kuzari* book is a different
beast, and a beast it is. He systematically dismantles every single element of Kuzari in every
iteration I can think of. Just when I think he needs to address the potential thoughts of critics that
pop into my head because they're so common, he hits them head on, leaving no stone unturned.
I say that as somebody who likes to point out unturned stones so I can be nuanced in my
positive reviews, but Shragy really seems to have thought of every counterargument here.The
common conversationalist who simply makes arguments without reading too much about them
might find this book to be overbearing; it can feel dense and academic because it is entirely
about the facts surrounding the argument. OTDers are often accused of rejecting arguments for
emotional reasons, but Shragy's book is entirely focused on the facts, not feelings. I also wish
there were more endnotes (and I wish the endnotes were footnotes) referring to various pages of
the arguments Shragy is addressing. But if you're really interested in apologetics and
understanding the details of how myths are made, there is no question that this is a must read
and at the price (Kindle $9.99/Paperback $19.99) a bargain for a book in a very niche genre
topping out at about 350 pages.”

Dainy Bernstein, “Meticulous, Methodical, Rigorous. The Second Son writes in wonderfully clear
prose, leading the reader through complex arguments with ease. He engages with popular
formulations of the Kuzari argument as they circulate in the furm world, as well as with three



representative texts (R' Yisroel Chait, R' Lawrence Kelemen, and R' Dovid Gottlieb). This allows
the Second Son to break down the argument into minute premises, rather than trying to tackle a
huge and complex argument that is usually expressed in a single sentence. His treatment of the
Kuzari Argument is, therefore, meticulous, methodical, and rigorous.The book draws on
traditional Jewish texts like Tanach , Gemara, and meforshim, but it also dips into many
academic fields: linguistics, mythology, history, logic, philosophy, archaeology... The language is
a delightful mix of rigorous academic writing and yeshivishe twists of phrase!The tone
throughout the book is a joy to read. The Second Son addresses the reader directly, leading us
through complex points of logic and providing examples and repetition at every step - reading
this book felt like I was in a fascinating class, gorgeously structured for maximum
comprehension.If you're a practicing or believing Orthodox Jew, if you've used the Kuzari
Argument before to try to convince others of the truth of Orthodox Judaism, if you struggle with
your own doubts about the truth of Orthodox Judaism, if you want to not think of your friends and
relatives who went off the derech as evil or damaged - this book is for you.If you were ever told to
read *Beyond a Reasonable Doubt* or *Reason to Believe* or *Permission to Receive* when
you expressed doubt in Orthodox Judaism - this is definitely the book for you!”

ML, “Required Reading. As a religious Jew whom put stock in the Kukari’s argument for over
twenty years, I had mixed feelings while reading the “Breaking the Kuzari.” It can be
uncomfortably disappointing and unmooring to let go of a long-held belief. The pursuit of truth
can be exhilarating, though, and “Breaking the Kukari” succeeds very well at its stated premise.
Its author comes across as fair-minded, and offers an extremely cogent and persuasive new
perspective on a topic universally relevant to every religious Jew. If you’re such a Jew, “Breaking
the Kuzari” won’t necessarily be comfortable, but it’s required reading.”
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